How To Use Amazing Slow Downer App
For Android:
1. Download the Slow Downer (by Roni Music)
from the Google Play Store
2. Open the Slow Downer
3. Select Songs in the top left of the screen
4. Click the 3 lines in the top right and go to
where your music is stored
5. Click the magnifying glass to search for the
song you want
6. Once you find the song click on it
7. The 3rd slider down from the top says speed,
drag the circle to reduce the speed at which
you want to slow down the song, typically
slow down to 95% but 92% would be the
slowest you would slow a song down to
8. Now you can click the play button on this
screen and the song will play at a reduced
speed
9. If you want to do the song again not quite to
full speed drag the circle for speed up to a
speed in between what you just played it at
and full speed

For iPhone:
1. Download the Slow Downer (by Roni Music)
from the App Store
2. Open the Slow Downer
3. Select My Music in the top left of the screen
4. Select the Music Import at the bottom of the
screen
5. Select Music Library from the pop up
6. Search for the song you want to slow down
7. The song will download into the app
8. Select the song now from the list
9. The 3rd slider down from the top says speed,
drag the circle to reduce the speed at which
you want to slow down the song, typically
slow down to 95% but 92% would be the
slowest you would slow a song down to
10. Now you can click the play button on this
screen and the song will play at a reduced
speed
11. If you want to do the song again not quite to
full speed drag the circle for speed up to a
speed in between what you just played it at
and full speed

